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MOSES GLASNER AND RICHARD KATZ [September
Let P be a nonnegative smooth w-form on R and denote by P(R) the set of solutions of d*du = Pu on R. ForfÇzM, the energy-integral is E(f)=D(f)+U*P and if gEM set E(f, g)=J R dfA*dg+fgP. Define
To present the idea of the proof and avoid numerous details we assume ƒ ^0 and P^O. Choose an exhaustion {R n } of R by regular regions. Let u n be the continuous function on R which is a solution on R n and equal to ƒ on R-R n . By Green's formula E(f-u n , u n )=0 and
Since the sequence {u n } is positive it has a subsequence again denoted by {u n } which converges uniformly on compact subsets to a function u which is a solution or oo. The assumption P^éO excludes the possibility u = oo, by virtue otfi£P£E(u n )£E(f)< co. Another application of Green's formula shows that 0 ^E(u n -u n + P ) = E(u n ) -E(u n+P ). Thus limE(w n ) =e exists and Fatou's lemma gives 0^E(w n -u)^E(u n )-e. We conclude that u n converges to u in the E-norm and uEPE(R).
Set g n =f-u n and g=f-u. Observe that g n has compact support, g n /(l +g n )EM and __l_ = BD .l im _i!^.
+ g + gn
Thus g/(\+g)EM± which implies that g|A = 0 and completes the proof.
THEOREM 2. For any uEPD(R), \ u\ ^max A \u\ and if in addition min A w^O, then u*tQ.
This shows that the decomposition in Theorem 1 is unique. Let A p be the points of A which have neighborhoods U in R* such that JunR P < °° • Consider the null class 0p E of pairs (R, P) of Riemannian manifolds R and w-forms P such that dim PE(R)^m. If P=0, then we make the convention that 0PJJ = 0G, the class of parabolic Riemannian manifolds. With this we can state the following consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. 
